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Student Voice attempts to link
students with student leaders
Four locations
planned for
comment boxes
By AARON HARRIS
Special Writer
Do you ever feel lost in the shuffle of
Student tfotce ^
17,000 Wright State students? Out of touch
with student leaders? Or just haveaquestion
about a student organization?
Student Government Vice President
Toby Pinkcrton said a new program called
Student Voice will remedy these problems.
Student Voice lets students communicate with SG via a network of boxes located
in the Allyn Hall Lounge and Student Union,
outside the University Center Cafeteria and
the Forest Lane Community Center.
Student Voice comment forms are located in bins attached to the boxes.
In addition to giving comments, students may request information about SG,
Black Student Union, Inter-Club Council,
Lambda Union, Residential Community Association, University Center Board and student media.
According to Pinkcrton. student J'<hyne
.k
photo by Sco« Cozzotlno
Brooke hatched the idea for Student Voice
last year.
SG Vice President Toby Pinkerton displays a student voice comment box.
"Johyne brought us the idea and then we
had to work with different student organizations to raise the money to get it started,"
Pinkcrton said.
Pinkcrton added, "Basically it's a way
W S U S t u d e n t V o i c e is a w a y for
for students to give us their opinions or to
y o u t o let S t u d e n t G o v e r n m e n t
have us do the legwork concerning a probknow what you think. Students
lem they might have."
c a n list c o m p l a i n t s , c o m m e n t s ,
Pinkerton said he hopes Student Voice
or s u g g e s t i o n s o n a f o r m
helps empower students and makes it easier
( s h o w n at right). O n c e
for them to get questions and needs adc o m p l e t e d , the f o r m s are
dressed by SG representatives.
d r o p p e d in any of t h e Student
Some students expressed hope the plan
Voice b o x e s l o c a t e d o n
will work.
c a m p u s . A reply is later sent t o
"It sounds like a good idea." said junior
the s t u d e n t if s o requested.
Jennings Hill. "It would be good for people
A n y o n e f i l l i n g o u t the f o r m is
who wouldn't otherwise speak up."
a l s o g i v e n t h e o p t i o n of h a v i n g
Junior Jon Dull also expressed approval
their c o m m e n t s kept
of the program. "Because it's quick and
confidential.
confidential, I would be more likely to use it
than to go and u !k to someone," Dull said.
"We're trying to get the word out and
we're hoping for a large response," Pinkcrton
[ Guard»an Gfapfac by Craig Safcorel
said.

V o i c e Activated...

Student Vo^e

i
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Winter woes add to
Parking Services burdens
Kretzer said WSU police unlock
ceive a new surface.
Kretzer said relocation of Uni- car doors—and do jump-starts after
4
p.m.
on Fridays.Kretzer said more
versity Boulevard will bring parkDespite pro|>
nd ongoing ing closer to the buildings—a hope- than 300 battery jumps were given
attempts to improve tl, parking situ- ful solution to complaints about the the week of Jan. 16-22 because of
ation on campus. Parking Services walking distance to and from cars. snow.
Parking Services also services
According to Kretzer, a percentis still the target of complaints.
Robert Kretzcr, director of Park- age of the money from permit sales people whose cars have a fiat tire or
run
out of gas on or near campus,
ing Services, said the biggest com- goes to operating Raider Shuttle
plaint he hears is about gravel lots. buses. Othcrpercentagcsgotoclear- said Kretzer.
Kretzersaid hisdepartmcnt only
"We're trying to fix them," Kretzer ing walkways during winter weather,
paying student security guards and oversells (sells more permits than
said.
there
are spaces available) parking
Lot 16, west of Center Road, is operating a lost-and-found service.
Parking Services offers jump- spaces near The Woods.
"the worst," according to Kretzer.
Kretzer said a small percentage
According to plans. Lot 16 will starts from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. Moncontinue to expand as a gravel lot day through Thursday and from 7 oversell of other parking permits is
towards Colonel Glenn Highway a.m. to 4 p.m. on Fridays, Kretzer possible because not everyone
comes to campus at the same time.
until this summer when it will re- said.

By DAW:
Staff Write.

*

Correction

In a Feb. 9 news story ("National Engineer's Week showcases WSU
Engineers' Club"), WSU's student Wright Engineering Council was
incorrectly identified as the Engineers' Club.

The "Adequate" Pay Increase
Salary increases are on the way
for WSU faculty and staff. In
October 1993, the Board of
Trustees approved the pay
increases for all employees who
meet minimum standards.
Wright State evaluates their
employees as "adequate",
"meritorious", or "outstanding".
At the right are
what WSU
employees
can expect
as far as a
pay increased

C a m p u s C r i m e Report
BURGLARY
Feb. 7: Justin Foust of
Hamilton Hall reported he
lost $530 in electronic
equipment after someone
unlocked his dorm room over
the weekend of Feb. 5-6. A
Pioneer 3800 stereo
receiver/tape deck and a
Texas Instruments calculator
were stolen.
THEFT
Feb. 5: Lori Franklin, Maple
Hall, said someone stole her
$300 leather coat at a dance
in the University Center.
Feb. 6: Karla Kash, Dayton,
reported $82 in greek council
cash stolen from her green
Geo Tracker parked in
Hamilton Hall's lot.

Eric King of Oak Hall reported
someone stole two pair of his
jeans worth $90 from the hall's
laundry room.
Lori Mosley, Centerville, told
Public Safety a $16 wallet and
contents were taken from her
purse on the second floor of
the Dunbar Library as she
made photocopies.
Feb. 7: Faculty member Alice
Renner told WSU police a
Zenith Super Sport laptop
computer disappeared from
401G Allyn Hall. The computer
was found in a dumpster
behind 3771 Cornell Drive in
Dayton.
Shannon Hall, Dayton, reported
the theft of her purse, with
contents of $60 cash and an
ATM card, from the Creative
Arts Center music wing.

Feb. 8: Beverly Knight.
Miamisburg, reported her book
bag with textbooks worth $113
was taken from the third-floor
restroom of the Dunbar Library.
Michelle Bayless, Springfield,
reported a Panasonic am/fm
cassette radio worth $325 was
removed from her 1986
Chevrolet Camaro located in
Lot 4.
Daniel Baker, West Carrolton,
reported items worth $535
were stolen from his 1990 GEO
Storm parked in the west
gravel lot.
Mark Carper, New Carlisle,
reported items worth $370
stolen from his 1986 Toyota
parked in Lot 4. Someone
forced entry into the car.
Lance Combs, Huber Heights,
reported stereo equipment
valued at $700 stolen from his
mother's 1988 Camaro parked

in Lot 4. WSU police found
evidence of forced entry.
Feb. 9: Jennifer Crowe, Hamilton
Hall, reported the theft of her
Sports Information jacket,
valued at $55, from the first
floor of the Nutter Center.
Feb. 10: Jennifer Hugenberg,
Pine Hall, reported $40 in cash
stolen from her purse in her
dorm room.
Christie Hillard, Pine Hall,
reported a $40 Polo shirt and
$50 in cash stolen from her
dorm room. There is one
suspect.
CRIMINAL DAMAGING
Feb. 6: Charles Derry of Dayton
reported the removal of his
combination lock from the
men's general locker room on

the second floor of the
Nutter Center.
MAKING FALSE ALARMS
Feb. 7: A fire alarm was pulled
at Hamilton Hall and a
smoke detector was set off.
The Fairborn Fire
Department was on the
scene and reported no
problems.
TELEPHONE HARASSMENT
Feb. 6: A Hamilton Hall man
referred a complaint on
telephone harassment.
IMPORTUNING
Feb. 1: A Hamilton Hall man
reported being harassed in
the basement of the library
annex.

Meetings & Events
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 16
LIBNET instruction - Health
Science Resources, 10 a.m.,
Fordham Health Sciences
Library.
UCB concert: acoustic music
with Cumette and Maher, 5
p.m., Rathskeller.
THURSDAY, FEB. 17
• LIBNET instruction - Health
Science Resources, 1 p.m.,
Fordham Health Sciences
Library.
i • Tests of Engineering
Aptitude, Mathematics arid
Science Competition for high
school students, 9 a.m. to 1
p.m., Nutter Center. For
more information call 8735001.
Center for Teaching and
Learning seminar:

"Introduction tc Multimedia,"
3:30 p.m., 068 Rike Hall.
• TFL seminar "Stress and
Depression," noon, 240 Nutter
Center.
> Writing Center workshop:
Turabian Documentation," 2
p.m. For more information call
873-4186.
»Physiology and Biophysics
seminar: "Calcium Channel
Diversity and Regulation in the
Mammalian Endocrine
System," 12:15 p.m., 035
Medical Sciences Building.
Guest speaker: Dr. David
Armstrong.
FRIDAY, FEB. 18
• Microbiology and Immunology
semine : "Role of Protein
Kinase C Activation on
Adenovirus Gene Regulation,"
10:30 a.m., 214 Medical

Sciences Building. The guest
speaker will be Dr. Calvin
James, department of virology,
Ohio University.
• Second Annual COBA
Basketball Pizza Party. Pizza
and sign making from 3:30 to 5
p.m. in 219 Rike Hall.
Basketball game Feb. 19 at
4:05 p.m. in the Nutter Center.
• Student Organizations and
Leadership Development:
registration for the 1994 WSU
Leadership Seminar.
Registration is $5 for one
member of each nonsubsidized WSU student
organization, $10 for any WSU
student not involved in a club
or for each additional club
member, and $15 for any nonWSU student.
Registration deadline is 5 p.m.
For more information call the
SOLD office at 873-5570 or

stop by 186U Student Union.
Engineering and Computer
Science winter faculty meeting,
2 p.m., 144 Russ Center.
UCB Cinema: Gilda, 8 p.m., 116
Health Sciences Building.
Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology seminar: "Cytochrome
P450 Expression in the Yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae,"
11:30 a.m.. 035 Medical
Sciences Building. Guest
speaker: Dr. John C. Loper,
University of Cincinnati.

MONDAY, FEB. 21
National Engineer's Week Open
House, 2 p.m., Russ
Engineering Center Lobby.
1
Writing Center workshop: "APA
Format," 1 p.m. For more
information call 873-4186.
TUESDAY, FEB. 22

• LIBNET instruction - Health
Science Resources, 10 a.m.,
Fordham Health Sciences
Library.
> Sixth Annual Indoor RubberSUNDAY, FEB. 20
Band Powered Aircraft Contest,
9 a.m. to noon, Nutter Center.
»"One Hundred Years of Street
»Center for Teaching and
Photography." Creative Arts
Learning seminar: "Getting
Center. Opening reception,
Started With Multimedia," 9:30
Feb. 27, 5:30 to 7 p.m. Exhibit
a.m., 054 Rike Hall.
runs through April 3.
• UCB Cinema: Gold of Naples, 7 • Psychiatry Grand Rounds with
Dr. Michael Thaese, noon.
p.m., 116 Health Sciences
Good Samaritan Hosp.ial.
Building.
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SG candidates present their agendas
By BECKY RUEF
Staff Writer

of the university community; she
n
nts to see how nontraditional
nts at WSU relate.
With Student Government eic
iikcrton, a 20-year-old polititions just around the corner, tw
ence major, said he wants to
sets of presidential and vice presiidents more SG-involved.
dential candidates offer different
. nkerton said he wants to work
visionsof student-centered admin- on several otherthings, among them
istration.
getting the Raider Shuttle to add
SG Vice President Toby The Woods, Meijcr. University
Pinkerton is running for president Shoppes and the Fairfield Comwith former Residential Commu- mons Mall to its route.
nity Association President Ben
Keller, a 22-year-old political
Keller as his vice president.
science major, said if elected he
Facing them are graduate stu- and Pinkerton want to publish a
dent James Crabtree and English book to aid students infindingtheir
education major Jeannette Groves. way around campus buildings and
Crabtree, 30, said he wants "to working with campus officials.
getallWSUorganizationsinvolved
Keller said he wants to have
with Student Government."
more interaction between the adThe history major and U.S. ministration, staff and students.
Army veteran said his platform
"I want to help bring pride back
consists of five other points: cam- to the university," said Keller.
paign reform, SG accountability, a
Student Organizations and
focus on student not activist issues, Leadership Development student
equal office space for student orga- elections commission chair Tim
nizations and no mandated diver- Rogers said candidates for represity training.
sentative slots debate in the Allyn
Groves, 21, said campaign re- Hall Lounge at 11:30 a.m. today.
form would consist of "a little more
Crabtree and Pinkerton debate
time(forindividuals)tocampaign." at 1 p.m., followed by their vice
Groves said she wants to get presidential candidates.
more involved with nontraditional
Polls open in the Allyn Hall
students.
lobby Monday. Feb. 21 at 9 a.m.
According to Groves, nontra- Voting continues until 7 p.m.
ditional students in other schools
On Feb. 22-23, poll times arc 9
do not feel like they are really part a.m. to 4 p.m.

/ ' m .

1994 WSU Student

Bectk**

; President/VP
Toby Pinkerton / Ben Keller
James Crabtree / Jeannette
Groves
| Education/Human Services
i
Ken Keller
Engineering/Computer Sci.
Nicole Schneider
Paul Niedermier
Roderick Fair
Liberal Arts
Michael Reeder
j Science/Math
Doug Joseph
j
Jeremy Joseph Coats
| Soum SO I 0 Student Government Election

W

I

When ballot boxes close, student elections commissioners will
count ballots in the University Center cafeteria extension. Commissioners will notify winners within
24 hours.
To vote, students must show
WSU ID and winterquarter validation cards.
All voters choose the next student body president and vice president; each voter can only vote for
the representative of his or her college or school.

J a m e s C r a b t r e e a s p i r e s to

lead the student body.

SG rep says WSU must scrap TOEFL
By SCOTT BECKERMAN

Staff Writer

You're an international student.
You've invested at least four years
earning an undergraduate degree
and now you're ready for grad
school, right?
Wrong. Having a degree is not
enough, even i fit came from Wright
State.
It is university policy for international students applying for entrance to the graduate program here
to take the Test of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL).
The problem, according to Student Government School of Graduate Studies Rep. Mike O'Neal, is
even if a student earned an undergraduate degree from a U.S. institution, he or she still needs to take
the exam.
"Earlier this quarter an international student came to me with this
story," O'Neal said. "He had an
undergraduate degree and was accepted conditionally. He has one
quarter to take the exam. He's ap-

44

Most schools, if you have an undergraduate degree you don't need to
take it, so we're in the minority."
—Mike O'Neal

pealing for one more quarter, and
the graduate school has waited until
the last week to tell him. It's an
undue burden."
"It's fairly elitist," O'Neal said.
"The students I'm concerned with
are jubt students. They're not going to be teaching assistants.
They're just people who want to
study."
"If you don't get the score, you
don't get in," O'Neal said. "So you
could have outstanding credentials
and have a low score on the TOEFL
and not get in."
With other exams to take, like
the Graduate Record Exam, O' N n l
said, the students must study even '
harder.

Steve Lyons, director of International Student Programs, said he
too doesn't understand the concept
of having certain international students take TOErL.
"I don't know why we would
need the TOEFL fora student who's
received a degree," Lyons said. "If
they have earned a degree at an
American institution, I don't think
they need it."
Lyons said the issue is not new;
it appeared at Graduate Council
policy meetings.
"We are seeing dropping enrollment for international students
bccausc they have to take the TOEFL
again," Lyons said.
"Most schools, if you have an

The Student Assembly approved
this resolution unanimously Feb. 4:
Whereas international students are subjected to an extra
obstacle and cost in applying
for graduate school by having
to take the TOEFL test:
Whereas international students who have previously
earned an undergraduate or
graduate degree in the U.S. have
already demonstrated an adequate level of understanding
the English language:
Whereas nosingle standardized test is an adequate predic-

tor of graduate school performance:
Whereas international students who wish to teach should
be subject to English proficiency
testing:
Be it resolved that Graduate
Council change their current
policy on TOEFL testing to not
require TOEFL scores from international graduate students who
possess an undergraduate or
graduate degree from an accredited college/university in the U.S.

undergraduatedegreeyoudon'tneed M I D - C O N
to take it, so we're in the minority." T O U R N E Y
O'Neal said, adding SG recently P | J 2 2 L E
approved a proclamation calling for
•
WSU to scrap the TOEFL require- " I t w C
ment for students with degrees SEE DETAILS
earned in the United States.
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All contents contained herein are the express
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specific works after publication.
The Guardian reserves the right to reprint
works in future issues.
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Opinion

Next time WSU should
call the whole thing off

By the very virtue of being open,
apparently the person who took it
didn't write it down in the proper WSU is sending a message to its
staff it should be there.
place.
How kindly do
After feeling frusSince we here at The Guardian
—
y
o
u
think the adare still receiving letters about WSU trated and worthless — *
ministration is
refusing to close its doors despite the for two days,
nlike
the
rest
of
going to regard a
1 asked a friend to
dangerous weather, I feel forced to
my fellow stu- staff member
come over the next
respond.
doesn't
I agree with the majority of the morning to attempt to dents who risked life who
show up?
letter writers who voiced their opin- jump it.
And if the inI was still afraid I and limb to make it to
ions concerning the pursuit of makstructor can make
ing it to school despite their better would only end up class, I didn't go.
it in, they in turn
judgement and that of the local stuck at WSU with a
expect their studead battery, instead
sheriffs departments.
What I resent most, however, is of safe at home, but I was willing to dents to make it in, perpetuating a
the guilt that was imposed upon me risk it. After all, I was expected to be bad situation.
By the time I was able to take my
over something totally out of my there.
The next morning, I got a call exam, my instructor had no record
control.
Unlike the rest of my fellow stu- from my friend. Her husband, who is whatsoever I had called to be exdents who risked life and limb to a police officer, had just heard a cused from class.
I was basically called a liar, since
near-fatal accident had taken place
make it to class, I didn't go.
The first time the Arctic blast on Interstate 70 because of the layer my name was not among those in a
came around, that decision was made of ice that had formed under the stack of messages.
I was allowed to make up the
by my car — it didn't want to coop- snow.
This was the same route I take to exam anyway, under a cloud of suserate in below zero weather.
picion I found very humiliating.
I was frantic. I had an exam that WSU from Englewood.
This is not the way I wanted to
She asked, did I really want to go
day.
stan my first quarter returning to
I had studied all night, and to out into that mess?
school.
No.
avoid all known obstacles I had alHow many other people were afI
deready cleared
cided then fected in a similar fashion I can only
offaboutafoot
of snow that
gain I felt the guilt start and there imagine.
When our most recent ice storm
this was
had
been
f o o l i s h - came through turning our vehicles
dumped on us
and shoveled low-lying cloud. A whole ness. It was into miniature glaciers, I was not
not worth only sick to death of this weather,
out my car so I
wouldn't get weather neurosis began set- risking my but I was really sick, period.
Again I felt the guilt start to acculife, and
stuck.
I ting in.
p o s s i b l y mulate like a low-lying cloud. A
thought I was
the life of whole weather neurosis began setprepared for
someone else, to attempt to drive in tling in.That is, until it occurred to
anything.
me one person could not be held
Just making the trek out to my those conditions.
As stated in the January 12 issue accountable for something as undead car was enough to convince me
no living creature was expected to of The Guardian, Willard Hutzel, controllable as the weather.
After this crisis passed, I was resurvive in such death-defying con- Vice President for Academic Affairs
contends the university policy to re- lieved of the guilt of valuing my life
ditions.
I called the university to notify main open "is not a determination over blindly following rules that viomy professor, only to be told he that every student or employee late God and nature. I think from this
point on I will leave my fate in Other
wasn't in (which turned out not to be should be expected to be here."
hands.
Hog wash.
true) and when I gave my name,
By PAMELA HERSHEY
Op-Ed Editor
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Letters to
Innocent u. iil
proven guilty?
As a senior on WSU's swimming and diving team, I am concerned about the actions taken by
the university in the ensuing investigation against assistant coach
Toby Boedeker.
Toby was asked to go on leave
with pay as of Feb. 3, because of
allegations made by a former WSU
swimmer.
My question to the university
is this, why is Toby being punished for something he has not yet
been proven guilty for committing? Wasn't America founded on
the ideal you are innocent until
proven guilty?
Toby is highly regarded and a
vital element of the swim team
and his presence is greatly missed
... especially with the Mid-Continent Conference championships
less than two weeks away.
With Toby's presence important to so many, he should be
allowed to fulfill his job responsibilities until he has been judged by
his peers in a court of law.
Although I do understand this
is a very complex situation, 1 have
one more question for Charles
Hartmann, head of the Athletic
Council: Why has it taken over
two weeks to complete an investigation that took the Greene County
sheriff s office less than one week
to determine the allegations were
false?
The university should allow
Toby to continue to coach his
swimmers until the allegations
have been either disproven or
proven. Above all, Toby knows
he has the unquestionable support
from his team and we hope to see
him at the pool where he belongs
as soon as possible.
STEVE MALONE
Senior

, RIOTS. HKbH TAXES,

EARTHQUftNkS I - WW DONT
WE JUST LEWIE. CMJFCRNIA.?;
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GWEUP THE 1
GOOD LIFE?

Walk a mile in this man's shoes
I read with great disdain Pat
Aldrich's letter ("Are Wright State
students wimps?") in the Feb. 2 issue
of The Guardian.
While I would agree many of us
can sufficiently equip ourselves and
our vehicles to withstand the harsher
weather conditions of wintertime,
there are some who cannot.
On one of those sub-zero weather
days I was walking to class up the
sidewalk adjoining Forest Lane when
I spotted another student having serious problems trying to maneuver his
vehicle on the uphill slope of the
road. I noticed that he did not appear

to have any tire chains, jumper cables
or antifreeze.
By Mr. Aldrich's standards this
man would be chastised for not "winterizing" his vehicle, and he also
would have been labeled a "wimp"
had he made the (understandable)
decision not to go to class that day.
As I was giving him a push to help
him up the slope 1 reflected on how
much I admired the engine he had on
that vehicle, a strong and steady engine consisting only two parts: his
motivation ... and his arms. His vehicle? A simple wheelchair.
Mr. Aldrich, along with the Wright

State administration, blindly overlooks the disabled students of this
university, those who, despite their
physical challenge, try to make it to
classes even when conditions are near
life-threatening. I submit these students have more courage than Mr.
Aldrich will ever know in a thousand
lifetimes, and also the administration
of this university is no less than criminally negligent in its consideration of
their needs.
PATRICK S. CRAIG
Secondary Education Major
Sophomore

Administration shows lack of concern
I wish to comment about Wright State
University not closing during the recent
adverse weather.
I personally feel the current administration is too concerned about the economic bottom line to worry about the
safety of this school's students ami staff.
Irealizeit costs money to pay staff and
faculty for lost work time, even ti lough
snowremovalcrews may begetting huge
amounts of overtime.
But please wake up to present day
reality. Many people feel obligated to be
here if WSU doesn't close, even if their
common sense says itsextremely dangerous to travel under such inclement conditions.
Many WSU students/staff have long
commutes on i lighways and through isolated locations. If our car breaks down on

an interstate we may have a20-30minute
hike along the side of the road, often in
below zero weather with wind chills way
below -25 degrees.
How long does it take to get frostbite
;md hypothermia?
That's if somebody doesn't stop to
pick you up, iind there is no guarantee that
anybody will, or that somebody doesn't
have other possibly evil intentions.
If itsjust economics, do students have
to wait until WSU is sued by somebody
harmed/injured during their commute
before the decision makers start considering the students best interests?
WSU administrators, please use common sense andrespectyour authority as in
loco parentis to makeresponsibledecisions.
If you're unsure, imagine yourself as

a teenage driver in a third/fourth-hand car
driving a distance of more than 20 miles
under severe snow advisory when the
State Highway Patrol says only go out in
extreme emergency — perhaps then it
will give you some ofour perspective on
the decision.
Nothing I learned in class those days
was worthriskingmy life for. but I trusted
WSU had my welfare in mind. Perhaps I
was wrong!
RYAN ABSHEAR; RAYMOND
GLENN; LAUREL HUX; AMY
HAMPTON; MITCHELL GUDORF;
MICHELLE MCDUFFORD; DAWN
WAITERS; JODY MOTSINGER;
JEFFREY KARHOFF; KATHERINE
ENGEL; KATHY KENNEDY; PATTY
GEHL; JACKIE POPOVICH;
ELIZABETH STROME; JENNIFER
CAIN
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University takes steps to avoid on-campus rapes
Classes, student escorts are part of Public Safety program
By BECKY RUEF
Staff Writer
As ihe number of <
residents increases, is W
prepared for a possible incri
sexual assaults? According to Public Safety sources, the answer is
yes.
Steve Homan, interim director
of Public Safety, said WSU offers
presentations dealing with date rape
awarenessand rape prevention. Sgt.
Connie Avery is in charge of the
presentations.
Avery said, "It (a rape presentation) not only describes the crime
of rape, but it also tells (students)
what it is about."
Presentations lasting between
30 minutes and two hours are given
at new student orientations and by
request.

According lo Avery, students
are now getting more directly involved in rape prevention.
A program held Jan. 28 trained
students to counsel peers and hold

SPfCW REPORT
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rape awareness and prevent ion programs.
WSU also has a community
watch program involving students,
staff and faculty.
Avery said Public Safety will
soon distribute personal security
alarms through the S.A.F.E. student escort program.

Homan said WSU police officers are trained to act swiftly should
a rape occur.
"Anyone who reports a rape to
us, we immediately take them to
the hospital and have a rape kit
done," he said.
Homan said Public Safety encourages rape victims to make contact with the Victim Witness Division of the Greene County
prosecutor's office.
Avery said WSU police won't
pressure rape victims to file
charges.
Homan said Public Safety
works with area law enforcement
agencies to solve rape cases.
Public Safety also works with
the FBI.
Next week: Greene County aids
rape victims.

Tips for rape prevention
MEN
• Understand forced sex is a crime.
• Understand forcing sex harms
another person.
• Ten percent of ail reported rape
victims are male; take precautions
for your own safety.
• Stop. Ask. Ciarify. Do not assume you know what your partner
wants.
• Don't use coercion or manipulation ("I will break up with you if you
don't," "If you really loved me...").
• Don't mix sex with drugs or alcohol.
• Don't joke about rape.
• Use peer pressure positively to
stop abusive language and behavior.
WOMEN
• Be aware acquaintance rape
could happen to you and enter

dating situations with caution.
• Know you always have a right to
control what happens to your body.
• Recognize manipulation and resist it.
• If you drink socially, drink in moderation.
• Trust your instincts — if you feel
frightened or uncomfortable, confront the person and/or leave the
situation.
• Avoid secluded places when you
are with someone you haven't
known for very long,
• Be independent on dates — pay
your own way, have alternative
transportation and access to a telephone
• Encourage other women to be
assertive and to speak out against
sexual violence.
Source: Amy Sues, WSU Wellness
Resource Center

Society Will you be
E O E M/F/H/V

NATIONAL BANK

Part-time positions available in our
C h e c k Processing Department.
Benefits include:
• Tuition Reimbursement
• Paid Vacation and Holidays
• Flexible Scheduling

a winner?
X

Conference in

Hours are approximately:
M o n d a y t h r o u g h Friday, 3-9 p m
S a t u r d a y 12 p m - 5 p m
Positions a v e r a g e b e t w e e n 15 - 2 0 h o u r s p e r
week, working 3 days per week. We offer a
s t a r t i n g p a y of $ 5 . 5 0 p e r h o u r , t h i s i n c l u d e s
b a s e p a y plus a n 8% s h i f t p r e m i u m pay.
P o t e n t i a l for i n c r e a s e s a r e b a s e d on
p r o d u c t i v i t y a n d q u a l i t y of w o r k .
If y o u h a v e a n y q u e s t i o n s c o n c e r n i n g t h e s e
positions, contact Don Wheeler Monday
through Friday, 10:30 - 2:00 at 2 2 6 - 6 2 4 2 .
Don Wheeler from Society
B a n k will b e o u t s i d e of A l l y n
Hall l o u n g e talking to s t u d e n t s
F e b r u a r y 18, M a r c h 8 & 11,
9:00 am - 12:30 pm.
SOCIETY
NATIONAL BANK
Human Resources
34 N o r t h M a i n St.
Dayton, O h i o 45402

HAM!

Paste the puzzle pieces on the grid in
last week's issue and turn it in. Stop by
The Guardian (or extra copies ot last
week's issue. Deadline tor entries is
February 25th at 5:00 p.m. Winners will
be drawn on February 28th and notified
by phone or on-campus mailbox.
Number ot puzzle pieces hidden in this
issue: 3.
Winners will have to pick up tickets at
The Guardian.
Only tickets to the conference
will be awarded. Winners must
arrange own transportation.

Here's how to win:
Pieces like this one
are hidden in this
week's

Guardian.

Find t h e m and paste
t h e m on the game grid
printed in last w e e k ' s

Last day to turn in
game cards:
Friday February
25th at 5 pm
D a t e of D r a w i n g :
Monday February

28th

i s s u e . If y o u d i d n ' t g e t y o u r g a m e g r i d , s t o p b y t h e
Guardian in the n e w student union and pick up an extra
c o p y of l a s t w e e k ' s i s s u e . C o l l e c t all t h e p i e c e s , p a s t e
t h e m t o g e t h e r a n d turn t h e m in by the due date. Y o u
c o u l d w i n t i c k e t s t o t h e t o u r n e y . 5 pairs of t i c k e t s w i l l
b e g i v e n a w a y (1 p a i r p e r w i n n e r ) . T h e t o u r n a m e n t w i l l
be h e l d at t h e R o s e m o n t H o r i z o n in C h i c a g o , M a r c h 6 - 8.
Members of The Guardian not eligible to enter. Winners will have until Wednesday, March 2nd to pick
up tickets. Any tickets not claimed will be awarded by special drawing on March 3rd. Second drawing
winners will only be notified by phone.
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SG rep lauds decision to
mesh SOM, main campus
By JEFF HARRISON
Special Writer

photo by Scott Cozzolino

Student Government Rep. Willie Wong, who represents the
School of Medicine, said he is proud of the SOM's No. 1
rating granted by the American Academy of Family
Practice. Wong plans to practice medicine, teach and
pursue a career in research after completing his stay at
Wright State.

"The way I see things, the Med
School is an integral part of the
university," said Willie Wong. Student Government School of Medicine (SOM) Representative.
Wong, 24, has faith in the original planning that founded the SOM
within the main
campus, while
other universities
opt for separate,
free-standing institutions sometimes miles from
the main branch.
"The intention was to share facilities. auditoriums and science
faculty as a way to best utilize
resources and economize." Wong
said, "but this is sometimes a difficult concept to remember. The
SOM is a different environment,
more like a small town where everybody knows everybody."
The School further isolates itself from the rest of campus with
separate administration, faculty
committees and student affairs and
financial aid offices.
Although he said some of his
constituents believe the School can
stand alone, Wong insists this isn't
trie. He notes this persistent feeling of autonomy leads to his most
pressing challenges.
He sees his job as "a facilitator.

Student comes up winner with original poetry
Senior Bryan Thompson enPoets had three to five minutes
tered the Faculty Dining Room to read original works reflecting a
Feb. Man aspiring poet. He left theme of romantic love. Judges
a winner.
Jonathon McNeal, UCB Cinema
Thompson, a mass commu- Chair; Travis L. S. Price, associate
nication major seeking a minor editor of Nexus; and Jenna Rider,
in African-American studies, UCB president, rated the pieces
penned "Pyramid #2" for La according to theme, creativity .conNuit Erotique, a Valentine's tent, originality and voice and arDay poetry/dramatic interpre- ticulation.
tation competition.
Thompson won a gift certifiAlthough only two students cate for dinner at Euro Bistro for
submitted poems, about 35 val- his effort.
entines showed up for the roUCB sponsors Coffeehouse, an
mantic evening co-sponsored by opportunity for poets and other artNexus, the RAAP Team and ists to take the stare, Feb. 24 at 7
University Center Board.
p.m. in the Rathskeller.

keeping communication open between the Student Government and
the Medical School Student Council — to represent the voice of
medical students within the general university."
Wong was born in Queens, N. Y.
but grew up in Worthington, Ohio,
a suburb of Columbus. He attended
Dublin High School where he excelled in
math and
science.
At The
:
Ohio State
7 v v «. v •«:
University.
W o n g
earned a bachelor's degree in both
Classics and Zoology. Other leadership activities helped prepare
Wong for his present role as SOM
representative includes work as a
peer counselor and a drug education volunteer.
Wong, in his second year of a
four-year M .D. program, looks forward to a three-year residency specializing in internal medicine.
"I want to serve my residency
in a city which offers a masters of
public health program, and after
earning that final degree, I hope to
practice medicine, teach and conduct research," Wong said.
"I probably won't be practicing
until F m 32 or so—and old man!"
Wong added with a smile.
"I'm very proud of Wright
State's School of Medicine," Wong

i uum

said, citing the school's nationwide No. I rating granted by the
American Academy of Family
Practice. The AAFP bases the rating on the number of graduates
entering family practice.
"Wright State's School of
Medicine is a very progressive institution," Wong said, "and has
been for the past 20 years."
The School may be progressive, but Wong still has todeal with
everyday headaches. As an SG rep,
he hears concerns and complaints
about problems that seem to defy
solution.
For instance, medical students
pay much higher tuition than undergraduates and when tuition increases, such as the three percent
hike recently, it hits them harder.
Also, the SOM's Fordham Library was recently incorporated
into Dunbar Library, spawning
conflicts from priority access rules
between medical students and
undergrads.
"These issues are very divisive," Wong said, "and I do my
best to act as liaison in forwarding
our concerns."
Wong also said SG communicates concerns and accomplishments to the entire student body
through its quarterly newsletter.
"Student Government is the
formalized way for students to have
their say and to make a difference,"
Wong said.

PYRAMID #2
To the one I'm going to love.
I warn our love 2 be solid, longlasting.
Solid like ihe Stonehenge.
Deep like ihe roois of Ihe redwood tree.
For ihe one I'm going 10 love,
understanding of self.
Selves past, fuiure. present.
each other.
Desires 2 bum and yearn when apart.
and 2 explode when 2gethcr.
Let me inside to explore you. feel you,
connect with you.
Bodies merging, uniting.
with sweet sweat and hellish heat.
Rising 2gether towards the inner space of ecstasy.
Building foundation for our beacon pyramid of love.

Bryan Thompson celebrates
his poetic victory with
Nicole McDonald.

Pyramid #2 spreading love throughout the universe.
In the morning, greeting the world, the heavens above
Pyramid #2 is dedicated 2 the one I'm going 2 love.
— Bryan Thompson
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The Getaway delivers little excitement
Plus reviews of In the Name of the Father and My Girl 2
W

FILM REVIF S
MY GIRL 2
It's 1974 and Vada
(AnnaChlumsky) is back
Aykroyd and Jamie Lee Curt,
as a 13-year-old going through the
complex ordeals of boys, growing
up and a new baby in the family.
But the problems start with an
assignment in school to do a report
on someone she's never known and
has made an impact on the world.
Since Vada never knew her mother
except through playbills and odds
and ends kept in a box, she decides
to do the report on her mother.
Vada flies to L.A.. where her
mother grew up, to spend Spring
Break with her Uncle Phil (Richard
Masur) and try tofindclues to who
her mother was.
This proves to beadifficult, time
consuming and emotionally taxing
search. Vada meets with several of
her mother's old friends and even a
nice man who may be her real father.
In theend.Vadadiscovers things
about both her mother and herself
and comes to the conclusion that her
mother's greatest accomplishment
was Vada. (Raissa Hall)
THE GETAWAY • •
Question: Why remake a 1972
American movie that was never exactly considered a masterpiece to
begin with? Answer: Apparently,
merely to provide a vehicle for (and
appease the egos of) two married
Hollywood stars looking for something to do together.
Actually, Alec Baldwin and Kim
Basinger aren'tbadintherolesoriginally played by Steve McQueen and

Ali McGraw. They scent well-cast seeking veterinarian's wife (Jenni- proselytizes to the couple about true
as veteran criminals—they exude a fer Tilly). Their perverse relation- love. Until then, the movie was about
certain dangerous charm that per- ship is the most hilariously twisted sex, guns and money. By that time,
fectlyfitsthisfilmnoir-stylcd piece. element of the movie—their scenes however, you'll be looking to make
Baldwin combines matinee-idol together are the only ones that yourown getaway. {Robert Meeker)
looks with a live-wire intensity, like achieve the loopy, outrageously niIN THE NAME OF THE
James Cagney trapped in the body hilistic feel the film seems to be
FATHER
of Clark Gable. Basinger is sultry going for. If only they were the main
If
the Academy hadn't nomiyet cynical, earnest but distant, in characters.
nated Schindler's List
the tradition of classic
for the Best Picture Ossex symbols like Rita
car. nothing would stop
Hayworth and Barbara
this film from claiming
Stanwyck. They're conthe trophy.
vincingly tough. The
This film is based
movie isn't.
on the true story of
One problem is the
Gerry Conlon. a young
script, which sets up an
Irish thief who was acintriguing premise only
cused of a crime he
to quickly abandon the
didn'tcommit.Itis 1974
underlying
theme.
and Conlon and his
Baldwin plays a bank
friend Paul have left Irerobber who's bailed out
land for England. They
of a Mexican jail when
live in an apartment inhis wife and partner
Imprisoned Daniel Day-Lewis allies with Emma
habited by a dozen hip(Basinger) sets up a deal
Thompson to prove his innocence in In the
pies. They enjoy the
to pull a heist for a highName of the Father.
good life, smoke some
roller (James Woods),
pot, steal some money
who demands she sleep
The cast admirably revels in the — nothing major.
with him to seal the deal.
One
night
Gerry wakes up with
When Baldwinfindsout and the movie's pulp fiction clichds, but
couple is forced to take it on the lam. Roger Donaldson'sdirection is both a pack of British soldiers hovering
his anger and distrust are supposed too slick and too sluggish for the over his bed. Gerry, Paul and their
to lead tofireworks.But they don't, material. Even the action scenes, friends are accused of being associbecause the underutilized Woods is which should be lean and mean, arc ated with the Irish Republ ican Army
killed off in the first half-hour and dragged out to an excruciating length and bombing two English pubs in
there's never any real doubt about by his old-fashioned, killing-time which five people were killed and
Basinger's true loyalty. Imagine how pace. What The Getaway really more than 70 injured.
The soldiers beat Gerry and Paul
effective Indecent Proposal would needs is a kinetic jump-start by a
have been without Robert Redford truly visceral action fanatic like so badly they admit to the crime
rubbing salt in Wocjdy Harrcison's Quentin Tarantino. John Woo or although they didn' t do it. The courts
show no leniency toward them and
Robert Rodriguez.
wounds.
Why even bother to remake a Gerry and Paul end up with a 30So what are we left with? Our
heroes are pursued by Woods' aptly movie without putting a fresh spin
sec "Reviews"
named henchman Rudy (Michael on the material? Worst of all is the
continued on page 9
Madsen)and hiscompanion, a thrill- ending, in which Richard Farnsworth

Student writes and directs for the hell of it
By MARTHA HOWARD
Spotlight Editor
Cramming for exams is hell.
Sliding across a poorly maintained ice rink of a parking lot is
hell.
Discovering that 20 page term
paper hanging from your pet's
mouth in saliva-soaked shreds is
hell.
Think it can't get any worse?
Acting major Rob White does.
White creates hell on earth this
weekend and encourages the WSU
community to go — go to hell, that
is.
hell, a comedy in one act, the
short play White began writing hist
October, invades the Directing Lab •
of the Creative Arts Center Feb.

18-I9at 11:30
p.m. and Feb.
20 at noon.
Admission is
free, so what
the — er.
heck?
White's
concept of
hell began
when he pondered the consequences of getting locked out of
the office and encountering an unsympathetic security guard, a typically hellish situation.
But the idea soon grew in another direction.
hell now takes the shape of a
humorous allegory of misunderstanding and daily Suffering focusing on Old Nick himself, Satan.

A I though initial drafts
were "less
tactful." according to
White, the
current production is,
nevertheless, irreverent. Christ takes the
stage alongside his nemesis and a
host of devilish lackeys, and White
pokes fun at a few Christian conventions. However. White said he
isn't interested in changing
people's religious perceptions.
"The significant part isn't that
these are religious figures,"he said.
Instead. White, who also directs
the play, hopes audiences will rcc-

s p o t l i g h t

<33> e v e n t s

What's shakin' this week on
or near the WSU campus? Here
are 10 "to do" suggestions for
Feb. 17-23.
1. The WSU women's basketball team battles it out against
Cleveland State Feb. 17 at 7:30
p.m. in the Nutter Center.
2. Take a study break Feb. 20
at 3 p.m. for an Afternoon Musicale at the Dayton Art Institute.
456 Belmonte Pk. N. The Dayton Opera 1993-94 Artists in
Residence Elizabeth Klueger.
Andrew Parks and Jeffrey Powell
present a free performance.
3. Alsoat DAI through April
17, a 75th anniversary celebration highlights the Art Institute's
| permanent collection.
4. Take a road trip to the
I recently renovatedCincinnati Art
Museum for The Arts and Crafts
' Movement in California: Living the Good Life. The exhibit
j encompasses more than 200 obI jects from the mid-1890s to the
1930s. The museum is located in
I Eden Park.
5. Just Another Girl on the
: I.R.T. is the special video Feb.
22-23 at 7 p.m. in the Medical
I Sciences Auditorium when UCB
and Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
present this profile of a New York
woman. Tickets are $1 with a
I WSU ID.
6. Also on the video agenda
Gilda shows Feb. 18-19at8p.m.
in 116 Health Sciences. The cost
! is $1.50 for WSU students.
7. Gold of Naples will be
j shown Feb. 20 at 7 p.m. in 116
Health Sciences.
8. Enjoy the classic, Swan
lake, when the Dayton Ballet
performs at the V ictoria Theatre
; Feb. 17-23. For more informaI tion, call the ticket center at 228j 3630.
9. Ebony Jazz, featuring the
i Brian Wingard Quartet, takes
I place Feb. 18 at 6:30 p.m. in the
| Faculty Dining Room. Black
Student Union and the Bolinga
i Cultural Resources Center spon• sor the event. Admission is $2.
10. Knowledge Quest: An
African-American Quiz Bowl
I will lake place Feb. 23 at 7 p.m.
! in the University Center.
Compiled by Kimberly A.
; Bird

ognize his characters' struggles
aren't toodiffcrent from thcirown.
The cast of hell includes freshmen acting majors Michael Cousins. Greg Allen Hardin and Marie
Turcotte; freshman directing major. Andy Wibbcls; sophomore
education major Ken Haponek and
sophomore directing major Mike
Popewiny.
White said he selected the cast
from open auditions to encourage
thespians to free their minds and
take a chance on a production by
someone who isn't necessarily a
darling of the theatre department. M I D - C O N
He also sees hell as an opportunity T O U R N E Y
for non-acting students to grab their P U Z Z L E
share of the spotlight.
"Other directors wouldn't cast
SEE DETAILS
non-acting majors," White said.
ON PAGE 6
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"Reviews"

DAYTONA
BEACH
BOARDWALK

1 -800-535-2036
'Based on 4 people
'Mention I his ad and g<-t

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is now accepting applications for its next three entering classes.
(September 1994, January 1995, April 1995)

General requirements at time of entry include:
• Approx. 2-.\ years of college in a a life or health science degree program.
• A minimum G.P.A. of 2.5. A more competitive G.P.A. is favored.
• A personal interest in a career as a primary care physician.
Northwestern offers:
• A professional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12:1.
• A well-rounded education in Basic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis. X-rav,
and Chiropractic.
• Full accreditation by North C entral Association of Colleges and Schools
and the Council on Chiropractic Education.

Call: l-m-m-4777 or
Write: Director of Admissions
2501 West 84th Street. Minneapolis, MN 55431

Spotlight
staff writers
wanted.
volunteer positions are
available
Knowledge of newswriting
a n d A P style is prefered.
Experience helpful, but not
necessary.
Stop b y T b e Guardian, E-186-J,
in t b e n o w s t u d e n t u n i o n t o fill
o u t n n
EOE
application.

ground movie music.
What holds this album together is
continued from pace X
the slew of old rock songs (well,
four), including Jimi Hendrix' "Vooyears-to-life sentence.
doo Child" and Bob Marlev's "Is
Gerry's lather. Giuseppe, has This Love."
been convicted as an accomplice
The Bono/Friday/Seezer songs
and ends up in a cell with his son. arc salvaged (if they are) by the
The movie then shifts to the bonding jumps fun "Billy Boola" and Sinead
between them and iheir struggle to O'Connor's rendering of their "You
find truth and justice. They rely on a Made Me the Thief of Your Heart."
sharp attorney, played by Emma
So let's sum: we actually have
Thompspn (How ard s End), to help three albums here — one, songs by
them regain their freedom.
once-on-the-edgc musicians; two.
Daniel Day-Ixwis (Uist of the a(nother) film score; and three, a
Mohicans) is magnificent in his greatest hits of the '60s and '70s
Oscar-nominated performance as album.
Gerry. Fellow Oscar nominee. Pete
Let's hope the film stands on its
Postlethwaite, also gives a mesmer- own. Otherwise,filethis one with the
izing performance as Gerry's fa- Thompson Twins' Nothing In Comther.
w«/icontribution. Oh. I'm hurt. (JSA)
In ilie Name of the Father will
scare you to death when you sec
KING'S X — DOGMAN * *
how easy it is to be wrongly conWhere would we be without Jimi
victed of a terrible crime and have Hendrix? No rock-n-roll revolution,
15 years of your life taken away. It no wailing guitar solos and no King's
will also have you cheering when X.
justice is finally served. (Anthony
Dogrnan is filled with stale guiShoemaker)
tar solos, old beats and loud and
somewhat garbled lyrics. Lead singer
Doug Pinnick sings in a low, scratchy
voice while trying to out-yell the
IN THE NA ME OF THE
hard playing lead guitarist Ty Tabor
FA THER — (SOUNDTRACK) (reminiscent of rock legend Hendrix).
Some of the songs are a little
In the late 1970s, a group of more low key. such as "Sunshine
artists and musicians in Dublin. Ire- Rain." "Cigarettes" and "Pillow," but
land formed Lipton Village and from these songs and othersjust seem to be
this gathering grew two bands: U2 boring and without much direction
and Virgin Prunes. The first needs or meaning.
no intro. but have you experienced
Last, but certainly not least, we
Virgin Prunes?
can't forget the classic. "Manic DeOr the boy on U2's Boy and War pression" (the band has obviously
albums — brother of Virgin Prunes built their image and musical talent
drummcrGuggi?Orthc funny look- around the late Hendrix). King's X"
ing guy in the New York street scene lyrics and music style have already
of Rattle and Hum—Gavin Friday, been used — about 25 years ago.
lead vocalist and lyricist for VPs? (Micah I). Taylor)
Having a large cult following in
France and creating albums dealing
UNSANE — TOTAL DEwith the topics of insanity and sexuSTRUCTION • •
ality/religion. the bilingual Virgin
In 1991 Unsane crashed onto the
Prunes were one of the oddest art/ New York underground scene and it
punk bands to threaten music as we wasn't long before they had earned
know it.
the titlcofNYC'smost extreme band.
After the Virgin Prunes breakup However, there arc some who would
in the late '80s. The Prunes ap- say Unsane is a Helmet imitator.
peared while Friday involved himTo me. they seem to be strikingly
self with various art/video experi- different. This is most apparent in
ments/exhibits, soon collaborating such tracks as "Dispatched" and
with The Man See/or to produce "SOS 455." These songs echo distwo albums (one setting the Oscar tant pagan overtones heard in the
Wilde poem. "Each Man Kills the pounding background. If it wasn't
Tiling He Loves." to music)
for the highly distorted guitars. I
And here they arc: U2's Bono. would expect tofindanimal sacrifice
Virgin Prunes' Friday and Maurice at a concert.
"The Man" Seezer teaming on three
This leads to the conclusion band
songs for the In the Name of the membersfitthe notch they''vecarved
Father soundtrack. The result? Well for themselves.
... this might work, but it's nearly too
For those of you who like
pop for this ol' boy.
hardcore, thrash rock that pounds in
The original score by Trevor your head. Total Destruction is a disc
Jones (The Last of the Mohicans. you should definitely check into. For
Angel Heart) is as listenable as a those of you who live on the lighter
Windham Hill sampler but on the side of things. Unsane is a band to
verge of boring — just more back- skip. (Mark WellsI
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MID-CONTINENT TOURNAMENT

S'VEEPSTARES

MARCH MADNESS
BEGINS...

CONTINENT

r

1994 MID-CONTINENT
CONFERENCE

MENS' BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT
MARCH 6-8

3 DAY TICKET PACKAGE: $36.00
AVAILABLE AT
THE HORIZON BOX OmCE.
(312-559-1212)
AND MID-CON ATHLETIC
TICKET OFTICES

REGISTER TO WIN
A GRAND PRIZE
CONSISTING OF:
• FOUR VIP TICKETS TO THE
TOURNAMENT (all three sessions)
• TWO DOUBLE OCCUPANCY HOTEL
ROOMS FOR THREE NIGHTS AT
THE CLARION HOTEL (official tournament hotel adjacent to Horizon)
• DINNER FOR FOUR AT HOOTERS
RESTAURANT (downtown Chicago)
• FOUR OFFICIAL TOURNAMENT
SWEATSHIRTS
BY SENDING THE ATTACHED ENTRY
FORM TO THE GUARDIAN
MID-CONTINENT TOURNAMENT
SWEEPSTAKES
ENTRY FORM
NAME
ADDRESS
STATE

ZIP

PHONE

HORIZON

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY 2/28/94.
RETURN TO THE GUARDIAN, ATTN: SWEEPSTAKES
046 UNIVERSITY CENTER, DAYTON, OH 45435
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Holderman ices the Penguins
M e n ' s Basketball
Andy Holderman
W o m e n ' s Basketball
Joy Lynn Westendorf
Men's Tennis
Nate Brannon

The Scares
Men's Basketball
WSU def. Cleveland St.
69-68
WSU def. Youngstown
St. 87-73
W o m e n ' s Basketball
WSU def. WisconsinMilwaukee 93-91 2 0 T
Wisconsin-Green Bay
def. WSU 75-45
Men' Tennis
WSU def. Dayton 6-1

Spanx
Feb.17
Women's basketball
hosts Cleveland St. 7:30
p.m.
F e b . 19
Men's basketball hosts
Illinois-Chicago 4:05
p.m.
W o m e n ' s basketball
hosts Youngstown St.
6:30 p.m.
M e n ' s baseball at
Western Carolina 12
p.m.
Feb. 20
Men's baseball at
Western Carolina 1 p.m.
Women's tennis hosts
Detroit Mercy 1 p.m.
Feb. 21
M e n ' s basketball at
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
8:35 p.m.

WSU moves into a fourthplace tie in the Mid-Continent
Conference standings
live minute spurt.
Then it was a game of free
throws f.tr the Raiders, a horrifyAt the Becglcy Center on Feb. ing thought this season. This time
14. Penguin fans left the game ask- the charity line was kind to WSU
ing "Who was number 25'?". as the as Holderman sank six straight free
Wright State Raiders rode off into throws to finish off the Penguins.
For the game the Raiders went
the sunset with an 88-78 victory
an impressive 21 of 27 from the
over Youngstown State.
The masked man was WSU foul line.
The victory was the second
senior guard Andy Holderman. He
was wearing number 25 instead of straight for the Raiders on the road
the usual 30 because of problems after they squeaked one out at
Cleveland State on Feb. 12.69-68.
with his uniform.
The win at CSU
To the chagrin of the
napped a six1,022 Penguin fans in
game losing
attendance, the
streak to the
change was unVikings as
able to cool off
WSU beat
Hojderman's
them for the
hot touch from
first time
the outside.
1
since the
He burned
i
— — ———J
' " •" '
1978-79
Youngstown
' " '' ————
season.
State for a caThe two wins improved the
reer-high 26 points, surpassing his
previous high of 23 achieved two Raiders' record to 9-15 overall. 67 in the Mid-Continent Confernights earlier at Cleveland State.
Wright State also got strong ence, which now puts Wright State
performances from senior forward in a fourth-place tie with Eastern
Sean Hammonds with 24 points Illinois in the Mid-Con.
The Raiders will have their
and freshman guard Rob Welch
work cut out for them as they try to
with 15.
It was a strong performance further advance in the standings
from the start as the Raiders built a when they face second-place Illinois-Chicago on Feb. 19 at the
41-38 halftime advantage.
But unlike so many times this Ervin J. Nutter Center.
The Flames scorched the Raidseason, the Raiders would not
squander the lead in the second ers 109-85 when the two squared
off earlier this season at UIC.
half.
WSU went on an 11-0 run logo
in front 55-47 with 14:23 left to
play. Then Holderman shot his silver bullet as he drained a 3-pointer
on which he was fouled by Andre
Smith with 12:10 to go. He made
the free-throw, giving the Raiders
a 59-51 lead.
Welch added to the lead later
when he converted on a 3 point
play to put WSU up by its biggest
margin at 68-55 with 8:30 left in
the game.
The Penguins responded with a
run of their own as they pulled to
within three, 74-71, with 3:18 left
in the contest. Smith lead Youngstown State with 11 ot his game
high 29 points coming during the

By NIC K MAPLES
Staff Writer

MID
CONTINENT

Forward Sean Hammonds (above) scored 24 points and
pulled down nine rebounds against Youngstown State, and
WSU Coach Ralph Underhill (below) directs the Raiders.

!
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Raiders playing Jeckyll and Hyde with opponents
The WSU women's basketball team wins a
squ. ''T, then turns around and gets crushed
By MAC*
Spccial Y\

IM \N

"in the first game we played gallantly ... the second game was horrible ... the team's confidence is being rebuilt, I think we're back on
track."
— Lori Collins

Will the real kaiders step forward. please?
The Wright State women's basketball team has returned home
from Wisconsin with one double
overtime victory and then a catastrophic loss.
In what has turned out to be a
roller coaster season, the Raiders
halted their four-game tumble with
The first game of the trip was to
a victory over Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 93-91, i n double overtime, but Wisconsin-Milwaukee. The
then went back to their past ways, change of scenery must have aplosing to Wisconsin-Green Bay, pealed to the Raiders as the team
took the Panthers into two
75-45.
WSU had posted four straight overtimes before coming out vicvictories in mid-January, includ- torious.
The Raiders started off slow in
ing the first two contests of a sixgame homestand, but then the Raid- the first half.
According to junior forward
ers stumble and lost their last four
Lori Collins, the Raiders trailed
aames. all at home.

most of the game and with about
seven minutes left in the second
half they were down by 12.
But the Raiders saw a glimmer
of hope, played hard and gave it all
they had.
The game's regulation time
ended in a tie.sending it into overtime.
"We were pumped and we were
not tired at all." said Collins about
the first overtime. The first overtime ended with both teams tied at
84.
In the second overtime, Wright
State overcame a stern WisconsinMilwaukee team.
"Everybody played their hearts
out," Collins said.
The Raiders owned the second
overtime, outscoring UWM9-7 for
the victory.
Junior guard Joy Westendorf
paced WSU with 28 points, followed by senior forward Melissa
Reeves with 24. Collins added 21
points and 12 rebounds.
Guard Jennifer Brigner, a junior. only scored two points.
Brigncr's scoring was limited
due to a minor head injury suffered after a hard fall to the court
during the game .
Unfortunately, the glory didn't
last, as the Raiders plunged right
back into the hole in the second
game.
Wisconsin-Green Bay played
host to WSU anil put the hurt on the
Raiders to the tune of 75-45.
The game started bad for WSU
as the Phoenix jumped out to a 4018 lead at halfiime.
A tenacious defense by
UWGB, combined w ith 30 WSU
turnovers led the the Raiders right
to the cellar.
Westendorf paced the Raiders
with a paltry 10 points and Collins
pulled down eight rebounds.
The Raiders received a double
pnoio oy uavw rmaiiy
whammy at Green Bay.
Guard Joy Lynn Westendorf watches her shot attempt.
Junior guard Connie Alig re-

photo by Dave Hwang

Forward Lori Collins helped the Raiders defeat WisconsinMilwaukee, scoring 21 points and grabbing 12 rebounds.

injured her knee and is lost for the
remainder of the season.
She played nine minutes against
the Phoenix before having to leave.
For the season Alig scored 118
points, an average of 8.4 points per
game, grabbed 85 rebounds in the

14 games she appeared in.
Despite missing a number of
games, she was second on the team
with 32 steals.
Col li ns feels the outlook for the
remainder of the season is optimistic.
"In the first game we played
gallantly ... the second game was
horrible." she said. "The team s
confidence is being rebuilt, I think
we're back on track."
Next up for the Raiders are the
final two home games of the season.
Cleveland State comes to the
ErvinJ.NutterCenteronFeb. 17at
7:30 p.m.. followed by Youngstown State on Feb. 19 at 6:30 p.m.
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Wright State's football plans sacked
With the possibility of a new NCAA
Division I-AAA
' 'svel put to rest, so
to were the hopes
earns of a Wright
State football progBy BILL SHEA
Staff Writer
Witheach incoming generation
of students comes the age-old question: Why doesn't Wright State
have a football team?
The answer, naturally, is
money. Or lack thereof.
Ohio State, Bowling Green,
Youngstown, Miami, Cincinnati.
Dayton, Ohio University and others all have football teams at one
level or another. Bowling Green
and WSU have near equal enrollments of 17,500. Thedifferenceis,
of course, that BGSU students have
their Falcons to watch on Saturdays.
What do most WSU students
do on Saturday? I don't know, but
it isn't going to a Raider football
game.
To gain a perspective on this
iack of football at our future alma
mater, let's look at our cross-town
rival, the Dayton Flyers.
According toTom Westendorf,
UD's associate director of athletics, the Flyers maintain a rosier of
115 players for football. None of
these players have scholarships.
UD is among a group of schools
that compete on the Div. I level in

every sport except football, which
competes on the Div. III level.
The schools that are part of this
group do not have to provide their
football players with scholarships.
Butler, Drake and Hofstraarc some
of the schools that compete under
this criteria.
Westendorf pointed out the absence of scholarships provides UD
with nearly $1 million in tuition
money. That does not include
room and board or meals.
A study was commissioned in 1988 by
former WSU
President
Paige
Mulhollan
to study the
feasibility of
bringing football to
WSU on the then proposed NCAA
Division I AAA level.
The study committee, which
was headed by Charles Hartmann
of the College of Business Administration, was presented to President Mulhollan in January of 1989.
The committee recommended
Wright State should begin implementation of a Div. I AAA football
program.
The costs covered in the study

4a
Board of Trustees
Now accepting packets for

Student Trustee position
Deadline for packets is
Tuesday, February 22
Interviews will be February 26 and 27
The Selection Committee will send final recommendations to
Governor Voinovich for his approval.
Mr. Shawn Kaeser
186C, Student Union
Wright State University
Dayton, OH 45435

Packcts must include:
Resume
Cover letter
Letters of Recommendation
Transcripts

Further information and sample packets are available in the
Student Government Office or call 513/873-5508.

44 If

you asked me four or five years ago, I would have
said yes, we'll have a football team before the end of the
century, but today I can't foresee a team in the 1990s."
—Mike Cusack, WSU athletic director

estimate the total cost of the program and a 10.000 scat bleacher
stadium to be $1.5 million annually. That number would increase
to 2.8 million if a poured concrete
and steel stadium seating 15,000
was built.
The committee showed a
revenue of
$1.5 million
could be
generated
through
gate receipts. an
increase in
student activity
fees, corporate and alumni gifts
and the tuition of football players
and band members. All of the
report'sfiguresarc in 1988 dollars.
Unfortunately, the proposed
Division I-AAA level wasn't approved by the NCAA. With the
failure of the proposed level, interest in the bringing football declined.
According to WSU Associate
Athletic Director Paul Newman,
the whole WSU football concept
rode on the proposed new division.
"With the failure of the I-AAA
concept, interest subsided," said
Newman.
The enrollment figureof 17.500
is deceiving, though, in that only
1,850 live on campus. Conversely,
93 percent of Day ton's 10,800 students live on campus.
WSU is also a relatively young
institution, being less than 30years
old. These facts are not a reason for

the absence of a football team at
Wright State.
The fact is, according to
Michael Cusack, WSU's athletic
director, the money isn't there.
State budget cuts and departmental budget freezing arc some of
the reasons the WSU administration feels football isn't appropriate
now.
"At the end of the study, the
president felt it wasn't the right
time, and that's the same situation
now-it'snot the right timc,"Cusack
said.
The last school Cusack worked
at was Mercyhurst College, where
he was responsible for starting the
school's football program.
"I liked it. I thought it was fun,"
said Cusack.
While at Mercyhurst. Cusack
also helped the school move from
the NAIA to the NCAA's Division
III level, a move he repeated in
1988 by moving WSU from Div. II
to Div. I.
"If you asked me four or five
years ago. I would have said yes,
we'll have a football team before
the end of the century, but today I
can't foresee a team in the 1990s."
said Cusack.
Another important part of the
study was a survey of opinions of
faculty, staff, alumni and students
along with a number of high school
seniors. Predictably, the students
and alumni were warmer to the
possibility of football than the faculty.
The survey included a multi-

photo courtesy ot Sports Information

Mike Cusack
tudc of questions regarding interest,
gifts, community awareness and
academic related items.
The majority of the faculty and
staff questioned in the survey felt
football was unimportant to WSU
as a whole.
On the other side, the bulk of the
people who would pay to see Raider
football (i.e. students, alumni) felt a
football team would be good for the
overall benefit of the university.
The study came to the conclusion WSU should implement a football team provided the I-AAA level
passed. When the NCAA voted the
proposal down, the "football-mania" died with it.
Although the dream of hearing
"Touchdown Raiders!" lives on.
WSU students will have to settle for
"Touchdown L.A. Raiders!" for

Raiders cruise past Dayton
The WSU men'stennisteam
was back in action at the Dayton
IndoorTennisCenteragainstthe
University of Dayton on Feb. 11
and 14.
After a fall season which the
Raiders went 1-2, WSU opened
its spring season by blistering
Dayton, 6-1.
Senior Nate Brannen,
WSU'sfirst-singlesplayer.ovcrpowered Dayton's Brian Disser,
6-2, 6-2.
"He's been working really

hard all winter," said WSU Coach
Bill James. "He's improved his
ground strokes and he's just playing
well right now."
WSU sophomore Doug Gudorf
was another bright spot for the Raiders as he got his first collegiate win
at the sixth-singles position.
Gudorf defeated UD's Jack
Considine, cruising in the first set,
6-0, then squeaking out the second
set, 7-6.
"It was a good match for him.
and a good start," said James.

Other winners for WSU were
sophomore Mike Baltimore,
third-singles, senior Chris
Harbarger, fourth-singles and senior Darren Bollenbachcrat fifthsingles.
The doubles ntatches were
cancelled due to a lack of court
time, but with the Raiders holding a decisive 5-1 match advantage over the Flyers, they were
awarded the victory.
The Raiders and Flyers will
meet once again. March 6.
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Came'.:
motorar
75-200
tor
separate!
Tony 435-9o

1

" a Maxxum 9000,
ashgrip. 28-80 and
T
00 worth- sell
or all tor $899
5535

•M«m!ffl!BAHAMAS v. flUISEim!!!lll!IIB!fflll*
Trip lor 2 ... 5 days/4 nights, includes round
tnp cruise, and hotel accommodations
while there Contact Mr Pietro home 4273430 or 341-1258

General
Spring Break! Best Trips & Prices!
Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days $279!
Includes 12 meals and 6 Iree parlies!
Panama City room with kitchen 8 days
$119! Cancun and Jamaica with air Irom
Columbus 8 days Irom $469! Daytona
$149! Key West $249! Cocoa Beach
$159! 1-800-678-6386
Spring Break! Panama City! 8 days
oceanview room with kitchen $119! Walk
to best bars! Includes free discount card
Same $50 on cover charges! 1-800-678-

Interested in writing experience? Complete
an application today to join the Spotlight
staff at The Guardian. Call 873-5539 for
more details, or stop by our office near the
Bookstore in the new student union.

Help Wanted
Positions Open at The Guardian! Staff
Writers and needed, Salaries and work
hours vary for each position. Stop by Tlw
Guardian in the New Student Union Oust
pasl the New Bookstore) and fill out an
application! Or call us at 873-5537.

Renting

J

Think Firwood Apts' Super prices, recently
remodeled apts. Inendly atmosphere,
swimming pool, volleyball, basketball,
recreation room, and lun organized events
Call 294-1030 or 258-1927 or slop by 344A Firwood Dr. oil Irving today!
For rent two bedroom apt walking distance
Irom campus (on Forest Lane) Call
Barbara at 879-5184 or 426-8882
Single straight mature male (in early 20's)
looking lor roommate to share 3 bdrm., 2
bath house in N Huber Heights. Fully
lumished home includes fireplace, 2-car
garage w/ remote, patio, microwave &
more. Very nice neighborhood. Only 10
mins to WSU and WPAFB $350 + 1/2
utilities. 236-2665.
Needed: Female, semi-serious roommate.
For Spring Quarter only. Only 2 miles from
school. $l20/mo. • electric and cable.
($360 rent for quarter) Share large
bedroom in a large 2 bedroom apt. Leave
message. Amy 1-398-1461

I E 3 Services
Student Job seekers: Need an
outstanding resume? One day full
resume service. Writing, editing, layout,
and design. Call Randy at Write Away
Resumes 427-0316.
FREE WILLY S TYPING SERVICE - NEED
those college reports, research papers,
term papers or resumes or college notes
typed? Then give me the opportunity lo
serve your needs. I offer pickup/delivery
and I guarantee quick turnover at
reasonable prices. Call Will at 256-6005
•LOSE WEIGHT* Increase energy,
reduce stress, make money$$ and have
fun. Call 463-3020

Part-time help needed! Fnendly
atmosphere, "exible hours. Apply in
Person Mondays and Thursdays 12-5 or by
appointment. Ask for Dave. Knoliwood
Garden Center 3766 Dayton-Xenia Rd.
Beavercreek 426-08C1
ATHLETICS BASEBALL! Need men and
women to help promote Dayton Aviators
Great Lakes Collegiate Baseball Team by
phone. Flexible hours. Good pay Apply
Woodman Park Apartments, comer of 35
and Woodman. 4813 Hassan Circle «15,
Mon-Fri 9:30-11:30 or 1:30-4 pm.
••"SPRING BREAK ' 9 4 " " Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida, & Padre!
110% Lowest price guarantee! Organize
15 friends and your trip is tree! TAKE A
BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-

ATTENTION STUDENTS • Earn extra cash
stuffing envelopes at home. All materials
provided. Send SASE to Midwest Mailers
P.O Box 395. Olathe. KS 66051
Immediate Response
Greeks & Clubs Earn $50 - $250 for
This fundraiser costs nothing and lasts one
week. Call now and receive a free gift. 1800-932-0528 ext 65.

ine Hotels at
Half t h e Price

U

Personals

Is Leadership illusion or Reality'' Find out
Saturday. February 26! Sessions include
Wellness. Public Speaking. Self-Esteem,
Community Service. Negotiation. Stress
Management, Getting Noticed. Natural
Highs. Cultural Diversity, Ethics. Effective
Meetings. Conflict Mediation, and More'
Costs S10 WSU student ($5 for one
person from each non-subsidized student
organization). $15 non-WSU students.
Breakfast/lunch included Contact SOLD at
873-5570. 186 U Student Union lor info.
Registration deadline: February 18th. learn
to lead with SOLD!

Be A Teacher

As a STAY-USA member, you recsjv®
a 50% discount at ovef-10C?b hotels
across the United States,
membership also entitles jlou to i
discount at major «4t-/ental ageni
and Cruise and Fly package toyr*
Call today tor mejjiber:
information.

- 1 "ifWf,
tWrrn

1

(77

Look for it each week in
The Guardian Comics

To find out how
to become a
teacher, call

Car Rental
Discount

tSS2

Gateway Travel
Providing a gateway to your
SPRING BREAK destinations!
P a n a m a City B e a c h f r o m S59
D a y t o n a B e a c h f r o m $88

The Guardian has

BUGZ

Hotel Rooms

call (513) 4 2 7 - 3 5 7 4

General

A Comic By Mike Whaley

$29.95
^ sr-off

- H k j j a c k a g e Tour
r[_TJI«count«

Place an ad in The Guardian Classifieds
You'll be impressed with the results you
get. For selling, hiring, renting, offering
services and more, there's just one place
right here!

Teachers have the powei
to woke up young minds to make o difference.
Reoch for that power.
Be o teacher. Be a hero.

Gateway Travel

Other destinations available
call now, space is limited
291-2020

SPRING
BREAK CASH
STUDENTS
Earn extra cash
by donating
your urgently needed plasma
p l a s m a alliance
•PaopW Helping Peopto"

Mon-Thurs 7:00am - 950pm
Friday 7:00am - 9:00pm
Saturday 8:00am - 5:00pm
Sunday 8:00am - 5:00pm
CALL FOR INFO: 224-1973

1-800-45-TEACH

Rwmiling New leuhen. IK

o
165 E.Helena St.
e *"•
Dayton, Ohio
RTA Bus 22
RT 4
ID Required.
Proof of Age.

Thomas Berry Talks:

The Universe Story:
scientific. Mythic. & Mystical

Author of The Dream of «*®ra»S«Si
T h e universe

TODAY Today we look to discount stores
for almost everything we buy. WHY NOT
VACATIONS TOO? New Travel Store in
Vandalia looking for Customer Service
Personnel. Flexible hours.. CALL 2640135 for appointment.
NEED MONEY FOR SCHOOL? Market
USA is the answer for you! We are a fullservice telemarketing firm located Just 5
minutes north of WSU. We offer $6.00 per
hour plus incentives. We can fit your
schedule with shifts offered 9-3 and 4-10
M-F (Sat. are always optional). Our clients
are well established national banks,
retailers, and insurance companies We
don't sell magazines or cemetery plots! If
interested call Rene at 879-8593

F

$2 fiat ?5 woitta $' *»ch oftttxn*! 2S *
BeItf Italic*. Undtrttn*

J3.

to

"tiTVKTP" 2-1

n' run.

The Roncalli Building
B e r g a m o C e n t e r f o r Lifelong Learning
Free of charge and open to the public
Co-sponsored by t h e U n i t e d
Theological Seminary and
Bergamo Center

F u n d e d i n p a r t by t h e o n i o
Environmental Education
F u n d o f t h e EPA

Earn up to $30.00
for your first donation
Up to $90.00 in just two weeks
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HEY
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BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL
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GEORGE by MARK SZORADY
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KNOCK ITOUT
OF HIS WIT"!

POINTS OF LIGHT

tl

Do something good. F««l iomathlng r»al

MID-CON
TOURNEY
P U Z Z L E

THE PALACE CLUB

A BETTER RESUME
As a former Personnel Manager, I'll write a resume
thai will get you attention, respect, and the job you want!
I will also recommend the best way to market your
kills, talents, strengths, abilities and qualifications,
and how to negotiate the best salary.
LASER PRINTING • ONE DAY SERVICE '
MILITARY CONVERSIONS • SENIOR CITIZENS • EXECUTIVES .
rUDENTS • HANDICAPPED "ERSONS • ALL TRADES & PROFESSIONS .

409 RED HAW ROAD

Happy Hour Mon-Fri 4-9 /18 & Up
2346 Grange Hall Rd at Kemp (513) 426-9305

Tue> inlebraarv \ Rock Nile# GET FREEESTUFF
Wed & Sat Dayton's Best * Only R« a '

N
IOUSTRO
ILflLieffiSnve00NC8

Haywire.

T h u r s d a y ' s G r e a t Live M u s i c

PLASMA DONORS C A S H IS B A C K

NO MORE CHECKS! HIGHEST FEES IN DAYTON NEW DONORS
(Or 30 day absence) First 4 donations in 2 woks S25-S20-S20-S20
REGULAR DONATIONS
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
By weight 2 donations per week
Phone 278-8800
3909 Sa,em Ave
RTA B u s 6
$15-S20 or $16-20
NEW HOURS
Monday-Thursday 7am-4pm Friday 7am - 3pm
Saturday 7am-12 noon

PIECE

SEE DETAILS
ON PAGE 6

FEB
17

G r e a t R o c k F r o m Cinn.

Friday - Live Rock Music

FEB
11

IT'S GIRL SCOUT
COOKIE TIME!

ft

GIRL SCOUTS
A great American tradition..

PHMPHON & WHIM 0
IWN1-800-233-4845

t
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Proposed road relocation raises residents' ire
By DAN HOCKENSMITH
News Editor
As its prop
expand and
more students
SU continually engage
lion.
But some on-.
'dents
want to plant a nxv
are in
the middle of one of U
neers'
pet projects — the relocation of
University Boulevard.
About 25 angry residents
packed into the Forest Lane Community Center Feb. 9 to voice their
complaints about a proposal to run
the newroadin-between the community center and Aspen, Palm,
Sequoia and Sycamore halls.
University Engineer Nick
Corbo told the residents he understands their concern but "The key
issue here is safety."
Traffic snarls caused by pedestrian crossings and vehicle breakdowns plus a car-student collision
in 1992 led the state to allocate S3
million to move the road outside
parking lots, Corbo said.
According to Corbo, engineers
plan to build a three-lane boulevard. Corbo said the proposal calls

for the street to narrow to two lanes
as it passes through the Forest Lane
area.
Theroadcannot pass west of
the apartments, Corbo said, becaase
WSU docs not own the land there.
Severalresidentschallengcdthe
plan, saying it will create excessive traffic noise, problems for disabled Forest Lane residents crossing the street and isolation from
mailboxes located in the community center.
"It's like they painted our house
without asking what color we
wanted," said junior Robert Ryan.
"The vice president of business
andfinanceor whoever makes these
decisions shouldfirstspend a weekend (inresidencehalls)," senior
Don Anderson commented.
Corbo said engineers studied
moving the university water tower
and building a tunnel to carry the
road under the Forest Lane area,
but costs prevented it.
Construction on the new University Boulevard may begin as
early as next fall.
Corbo said plans call for the
road's completion by fall 1995.

A K I N K IN THE NEW LOOP?
Where to relocate University Boulevard has become a source of controversy. Traffic engineers want to
snake it around existing outer parking lots and link with Loop Road. Some residents of Forest Lane object
to the plan. Below is a diagram of the most recent proposal.
JL
J Some parking may be removed!
—r—
.
ss
1 to accomodate the new road's
Residents of on-campus
I
/
path. Removed parking may
Forest Lane apartments
j
—, .
/ / I be added elsewhere.
1
are upset that the new
'
^
J-z
University Boulevard may
cross between their homes
and their community center.

Portions of the existing University
Boulevard would be incorporated into
parking lots.
GUARDIAN GRAPHIC BY CRAIG BARHORST

I TARE A BREAK!!!

I

If you like p e o p l e w h o m a k e t h i n g s e a s i e r f o r you,
t h e n you'll love t h e W S U P h a r m a c y .

Bb

• We are open Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. so you can drop by on your lunch
break or on your way home. We also have voice mail to leave refill orders.

i WSU Pharmacy

• We carry many high quality generic substitutes (i.e., Ledcrle, Parke-Davis, Abbott, Geigy, and Wyeth)
that we use in filling over 40 percent of the prescriptions we dispense, which gives you a choice. These
generics save you up to half the cost of the name brand medication.

You will receive 4oz of Guituss
DM (Similar to Robitussin DM™) good
with refill or new prescription.

• We carry many over-the-counter products along with their generic equivalents.
• If you have hard-to-find products, it is possible for us to order them for you speciallv usually with
next day pick-up and without any added cost.
• We give information concerning any medication and its price either over the phone or in person.
• The 10 percent discount that you receive can be extended to your family.
• Our QS1 computer system is in over 4,000 independent and chain stores across the USA keeps a
permanent electric patient record, provides printed adverse reaction information, checks all new
prescriptions against others on your patient record for potential drug interactions and checks all new
orders against the patient history for potential allergic interactions and lists your medical conditions.
• We are part of the WSU voice mail system so refill orders can be phoned in anytime we are not in the
pharmacy.
• We participate in a number of third party plans. We bill the following companies via a modem a s you
wait: Western Ohio, PCS, PAID, Medimet, HMR Ohio Blue Cross, Value Rx, N.RA., RE.R.S.,
S.E.R.S., The Dayton Area Health Plan Aetna, Community Mutual, APS, DayMed, Catapilier and PHR
• We further do manual submissions for Ohio Medicaid, Greene and Clark Counties General Relief and
The Bureau of Workmans' Compensation.
• We generate receipts that you can use with insurance companies where the patients file the claim (i.e.,
WSU student insurance, Provident, and non-Ohio Based Blue Cross Plans.)

Let us start making things easy for you!
Just call 873-3414 or drop by the WSU Pharmacy
in the Frederick A. white Health Center.

ONE COUPON PER VISIT

COUPON EXPIRES APRIL15.1994

i WSU Pharmacy
You will receive 100 asprin
tablets good with refill or new
prescription.
ONE COUPON PER VISIT

COUPON EXPIRES APRIL 15.1994

JL WSU Pharmacy Z
You will receive 100 Acetominophen
tablets 325 ma (Similar to Tylenol™)
good with refill or new prescription.
ONE COUPON PER VISIT

COUPON EXPIRES APRIL 15.1994

' WSU Pharmacy

to 5:30 pm M-F

You will receive 50 tablets of
IBUPROFEN (200mg). Good with refill
or new prescription.
ONE COUPON PER VISIT

COUPON EXPIRES APRIL 15. 199.

± WSU Pharmacy JL ft?*?

You will receive a free box of 12Hour
Antihistamine Nasal Decongestant
(Similar to Drixoral) good wim refill or
new prescription.

ONE COUPON PER VISIT

COUPON EXPIRES APRIL 15.1994
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Student Government
Elections

It's time oncc again for Student government
elections. Each college has a representative
position open. These jobs arc key in keeping
students informed about what's going on at the
university. Each college rep is responsible for
forming collcgc councils as well as
serving on various university
committees.
Committees are very imporant to the
functioning of the university. This is
where the key policies, procedures,
and decisions arc made. Students can
actively participate in decisions that alTcct us. including
curriculum policies.
Currently, we still need interested students to sign up
for a few more committees this year: The Artist Scries
Committee, Media Committee or The Bookstore
Committee. Please feel free to stop bv our new officcs in
the Student Union or call us at 873-5508. David Klrkhert.
Student Body President

WSU's New President

The Board of trustees are excitcd to welcome Dr. Harlcy
Flack to WSU as its fourth president. He brings to our
campus an extensive background in academic and
administrative work. In addition to these conmicndablc
qualities. Dr. Flack is very student centered. He will
spend his first months at Wright State getting familiar
with the university and its community. However.
students arc encouraged to make themselves known to
the president. Under his leadership, we arc confident
that Dr. Flack will continue to make WSU a prominent
metropolitan university. The Board of Trustees are
confident that Dr. Flack will do a good job in leading
Wright State into the 21st century.
Shawn Kaeser & Kim Covert. Student Trustees

THANKS!
Student Government would like to thank every one who
became involved in regaining the Disability Serv ices
Grant. Your letters, postcards, signatures, and
phonccalls were very helpful in getting the Department of
Education to review our proposal. Wright State could not
have made as much progress without everyone's help!

Changing Faculty
Evaluations

One of SG's main priorities this year is
re-evaluating the current faculty evaluations.
We would like to get students to take the
evaluations more seriously when filling them
out. SG wants to design more specific
questions and encourage professors to allow more time to
complete them in class. Three committees were formed
to work on this goal: residential, deans & chairs, and
publicity committee. If you're interested in helping out.
call our office! Tracey Lucas. Academies Director

High School Mentoring
I want to coordinate a highschool mentoring program
where area highschool leaders spend the day at Wright
State. I have already sent out over thirty letters inviting
students from area highschools. Student government
members will show them collcgc life during our High
School Mentoring program. The highschool students
will learn about leadership and get a taste of what Wright
State can offer them through in terms of education after
they finish highschool. This leadership day will take
place in the spring and I would like the program to
become ongoing in the future. If anyone is interested in
developing programs or promoting Wright State during
this day. please call SG.
Tracey Lucas. Academics Director

Student Voice

By the time you're reading this newsletter, you should be
able to find Student Voice boxes in Allyn Hall Lounge,
outside the UC cafeteria, and in the Forest Lane
Community Center. There will also be one in the New
Student Union when it opens These arc giant, white
plexiglass boxes with forms on the front that students can
use. It's a convenient, simple, anonymous way to express
your opinions and ideas Fill out the form, drop it in the
box. and we'll make sure the comments arc heard by the
pcrson(s) who need to hear them. We'll also send you a
reply if requested. Toby Pinkerion. Vice-President

Student Government, 186 Student Union,
Phone: 873-5508 or 873-5509

College News
Business )
On Feb 18 & 19 well be
holding our 2nd annual
COBA Basketball Pizza
event from 3:30-5:30. Well
have pizza in 219 Rikc and
make signs. Thcrc's a block of
FREE tickets for COBA
students & faculty for tlx;
basketball game on Sat, Feb.
19 at 4:05 p.m. Please sign
up before Wed Feb. 16 in 110
Rikc. The Council has
acquired office spacc on the
2nd floor of Rikc in the Grad
Assistant's bullpen. COBA
clubs can use it Gilbert
Williamson, retired NCR
CEO. will speak on April 18
at 3:30 p.m. Eric Johnson

FOND CUT
WHAT $
GOflNG ON
BIN! y OUR
COLLEGE
AND GET
INVOLVED!!

WHAT'S GOING ON?

Nursing

Education 8c
Human Srvcs.

Have you ever been eicctcd
as your class rep? If not.
perhaps you should consider
it Class representatives in
the School of Nursing arc
vital instruments in getting
the voice of tlx: students
heard They meet regularly
with faculty to discuss class
concents and work to make
improvements Hey!
Nothing's pcrfcct so why not
help yourself and your peers
to get something done about
your concerns today! For info
about becoming a class rep.
contact me in the SG office in
the new Student Union at
873-5509. Pally Belz

ThcCEHS wants to recruit
members! Our council helps
with fundraising, potential
career opportunities.
matching study partners, and
having a strong voioe in
issues facing the college and
the university. Council
meetings arc field Wednesday
mornings at 11:00 in the
ERC during Winter. We arc
now in the midst of finding a
fund raiser and creating a
College Logo to be displayed
on CEHS T-shirts If you're
interested, conuict me at tlx:
SG oflkc or drop a note in
my Allyn Hall mailbox. F68.
Jennifer Jcnes

<lence

The Science and math
Council in addition to
communicating tlx: viewpoint
of all Wright State and
Scicncc and Wright State
Scicnce and Mathematics
students organizes student
activities and promotes public
awareness of tlx: College of
Scicncc and mathematics
This quarter the Council is
coordinating a High School
presentation Effort and
developing a Scicncc & Math
club fair. It's not too Late to
get involved, call Student
Govcmnx:nt now for more
information!!!!!
LaShawne Mernwelher

I CbMfXJl
Currently the Wright
Engineering Council is
working with Career Services
to discover how engineering
and computer scicncc
students can be better served
in career development and
planning A survey is being
drafted to gain information
about sttxlent perception^
interactions with Career
Services. WEC is asking
CECS students to Lake the
time to fill out tlx: survey and
provide input so can improve
their services. Within tlx:
next few weeks, tlx: survey
will be distnbutcd.
Sue Seitz

±J

SCHOOLi OF
MEDIGNE

J

In January meeting the
Medical Sclxxil Student
Council discussed internal
matters; curriculum
committee, student lounge
changes. & Spring SOM
talent show plans. 1st year
students arc taking classes in
the basic sciences. 2nd y ear
students arc preparing for the
spring National Bauds. 3rd
year students arc completing
rotations in area lxjspitals. 4th
year students arc applying for
theirresidencyprograms.
Tlx; Council meets the 1st
Sunday of every month at
7:00 p.nL in tlic Med Student
Lounge. Willie Wong

3

School of Professional
Psychology

Howdy. I'm Audrey Smith. 1
represent tlx: School of
Professional Psychology for
Student Government. Wright
State's School of Professional
Psychology is one of very few
in tlx: nation of its kind. Less
than 30 otlier institutions that
ofTcr a Doctorate of Psy ch
degree arc APA accredited.
This degree focuses on
clinical psychology, training
its students to be practitiorx:rs,
while the Pit D. focuscs on
research. These programs arc
developing to meet a need for
clinical psychologists.
Audrey Smilh

What s Happening Now?
Geography Major

inclusive food selections like Wright
Steak (similar to the Great Steak
Escape), Burger King (full service).
The Bistro, a deli/health food cafe
that will meet the needs of
vegetarians, and for dessert. Baskin
Robbins. You might wonder how
much this will cost? To save $$.
Marriot has suggested a reduction in
the hours of the cafeteria. Ailyn
Hall, and the Bike Shop. Other food
services would remain the same, and
the
Faculty Dining Room will be
This quarter. I'll be working on
TOEFL scores. Test Of English as a open 1/2 hour later. None of these
ideas are set in stone, so if you have
Foreign Language. This issue has
been reviewed by the Student Affairs any concerns, please give me a call
at 873-5508 or 873-5509. I would
Committee and the Graduate
love to hear your ideas!
Council. Currently, international
Nicole McDonald. Student Services Director
students have to achieve a score of
550 or more on the TOEFL to be
admitted to WSU's grad school.
The Grad school strictly adheres to
this polio.-. Even international
students who have an undcrgrad
degree from a U.S. university but did
not get a score of 550 on the TOEFL
will not be admitted to WSU. I will
lobby to have this policy changed in
order to adopt a more flexible policy,
possibly one that would allow for an
The 1993-94 school year has
interview with international
brought about many changes at
students. Mike 0 Neal. Grad Student h'ep Hi! I am your representative for
Wright State- a new president, the
University division. I 'm here to
Disability Services grant, the New
relay your concerns and ideas to
Student Union. How aware were
Student Government. As of now.
you of these and other issues
I 'm looking for people to be a part of
happening at WSU?
Fall of 1994 will bring the 30th a committee which will promote
Coming soon will be a survey of anniversary of Wright State and the student concerns and start some
the student body to address the
grand opening of the new Food Cove activities going. I would first like to
awareness and satisfaction of
in the Student union. This means
strengthen student/faculty relations
university issues and scrviccs. SG
changes in the way we dine- more
by implementing a mixer. If you
will use the survey results to uncover
have any suggestions about this or
student's concerns and to contact the
anything else, please feci free to
proper departments or organizations
contact me at the Student
to I:ring about change. Please watch
government office. 873-5508.
your mailboxes for the survey and
Andrea Koelsch. University Division Rep
please return them so your opinions
can be heard. Jim Stouffer Student
Relations
Last quarter the attention of the
campus was focused on the College
of Liberal Arts when Dean Perry
Moore proposed the elimination of
the Geography major and
department. This radical step was
suggested because the college
continues to receive far more
requests for additional funding than
the college can afford to grant. The
idea behind the elimination of
Geography was that funds could be
directed toward a program in high
demand - the fledgling Women's
Studies Program. Dean Moore
created the committee on College
resources to address this and other
financial concerns facing the
college. He has placed me on this
committee as a voting member.
Dean Moore is commended for
considering the value of student
input. Kirsten McCaw. Liberal Arts Rep

TOEFL Scores

Student

Survey

New University
Division Rep

University Dining
Services

II
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How can YOU contact
Student Government?

873-5509

Student Trustees Voting
In an effort to increase empowerment and the ac countability of the university to students, we have been
working for legislation on student trustee voting rights
This would give our trustees. Kim Covert and Shawn Kaeser.
the right to vole and to enter executive session
The ability to vote means students would have
strong voice at the highest level of university decision
making. To help support this bill, call or write to your
state legislators. Ask them to support House Bill 801, the
student trustee voting bill. For more information, please
stop by our offices which are now located past the new
bookstore Or you can call me at 873-5508 or 873-6930
Toby Pinkerton. Vice-President

(we have an answering machine)

OIFIFBCE HOUgm
Tnursdo/

Monday Tuesday

An Investment Class That Uses
Real $Money$

11-4

9-1

Peter Cindric

11-4

9-1

Kim Covert

11 -12

Marcella
Harshbarger
Eric Johnson

9-11

11 -12 9-10 11 -12
9-11

Jennifer Jones

Student Government has an account with money
left over from a previous fundraising project We wanted to
create a scholarship for a freshman student leader, but the
money wasn't enough to make it an annual scholarship.
The Finance Department at Wright
State wanted to create
an investment class but
they didn't have the
funds. So a merger
developed between SG
and the Department of
Finance to create a
class where students
could manage an investment portfolio with actual money Then the money
earned from the investments would go towards a continuing
scholarship As the money in the portfolio increases, so
does the amount of the scholarship Maybe we can even
create multiple scholarships!
Currently we are working to obtain the funds to start the
class Greg Ulrich. Budget & Physical Faculties Director and Marcella

Friday

1-3

1-3

Patty Betz

3.45-545

345-545

1-3

1-3

12-2

12-2
12-2
11-2
David Kirkhart 9 - 1 12:30-1 10-1
Tracey Lucas 12-2 12-2 11-2

Shawn Kaeser

Kirsten McCaw

LaShawne
Meriwether

11-1

11-1

10:3012:30

11 -1

Nicole
McDonald

2:15 4:15

2:15 4:15

Mike O'Neal
Toby Pinkerton

12 30130

Sue Seitz

10-12

12-2

12-2

12-2

12-2
10-12
5-7

Audrey Smith

12-2 11-1

A n d r e a Ko«lsch

5-7

Willie Wong
Jim Stouffer

Harshbarger. Public Relations Director

Greg Ulrich

1:30-3

1:30-3
2- 4:15

3:15-5

WHERE IS STUDENT GOVERNMENT,
I

ANYWAY???
We are in 186 ABC&D OF THE STUDENT UNION
which is through the double doors past the new
WSU bookstore in the Student Union. Just follow
the "bookstore feet."
Student Report

